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Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the 
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose  
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.

Quick Check

LeveL

Name    Date  

BB

Animals Can Move

1  Which of the following belongs in a group  
of animals that fly?

A fish B birds

2 What is another good title for this story?

A How Animals Live B How Animals Move

3  The horse can run. The word horse  
belongs in which group?

A animals with two legs B animals with four legs

4 How are rabbits different from snakes?

A rabbits hop B rabbits slither

5 The word fly means .

A  to move through  
the air

B to move in the water
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Quick Check Answer Sheet

LeveL

Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the 
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose  
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.
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 Level B – Animal Sounds  

Main Comprehension Skill: Main 
Idea and Details

 1. (Main Idea and Details)
 2. (Compare and Contrast)
 3. Main Idea and Details
 4. Main Idea and Details
 5. (Vocabulary)

Main Comprehension Skill: Classify Information

Animals Can Move

1  Which of the following belongs in a group  
of animals that fly?

B birds Classify Information

2 What is another good title for this story?

B How Animals Move Main Idea and Details

3  The horse can run. The word horse  
belongs in which group?

B animals with four legs Classify Information

4 How are rabbits different from snakes?

a rabbits hop Compare and Contrast

5 The word fly means .

a  to move through the air Vocabulary


